
This That These Those (Demonstrative Pronouns)

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

So ________'s what it is!1.

In ten minutes the double-barrels were heard at a short distance, and a
quarter of an hour afterwards again, but ________ time faintly.
2.

Alcibiades' pride, insolence, and treachery were rather the result of the
constant flattery to which he had been exposed on the part of ________ who
claimed to be his friends.

3.

The "instruction" of Origen was given to all classes of Christians, and not
merely to ________ who were in the initial stages.
4.

He had lived for ninety years in ________ world, and had seen much and
suffered much, and has died as a child turns to sleep.
5.

________ is especially true of boating and swimming, since they are often
the means of saving life.
6.

Ah, ________'s a sad memory!7.

In spite of shot from the Confederate gunboats, one of which pierced the
boiler of the freight-boat, they succeeded in saving the greater number of
________ who were in the water.

8.

Between ourselves, the number of ________ who still believe in the
American Republic can be counted on one's fingers.
9.

Again the angry growl fell on the jungle, but ________ time it was ahead
of us.
10.

________'s why I did not tell you.11.

________ is not the place to discuss Odalite.12.

As a singer, her voice and judgment are equally conspicuous, and
________ who have seen her in the character of Ophelia, will readily admit
her claim to the pathetic.

13.
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The fourteenth of September came and went and the new recruits went
with it-another week, and ________ who had completed their three years
would be coming home.

14.

Oh, ________'s a horse of another colour.15.

Her path, in ________ respect, as in all others, traversed the high-roads
of life.
16.

But ________ is not the place to vindicate their memory.17.

________'s the way I feel about flowers.18.

Picket-ropes and saddle-girths were dropped, and ________ who were
not already mounted rushed away on foot.
19.

By impressing on the colonists a conviction of their ability to maintain the
contest, it increased the number of ________ who resolved to resist British
authority, and assisted in paving the way to a declaration of independence.

20.
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